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Comparative Studies in Society and History is a forum for new research and
interpretation concerning problems of recurrent patterning and change in
human societies through time and in the contemporary world. It sets up a
working alliance among specialists in all branches of the social sciences and
humanities. Review articles and discussions bring readers into touch with
current findings and issues.

N OT E S F O R C O N T R I BU TO R S

CSSH welcomes submissions. Essays should be written in such a way that
complex issues are made intelligible and appealing to erudite readers who are
not specialists in the subject under investigation. The editors prefer essays that
are concise and will not accept for review essays over 14,000 words, including
notes and references. Authors are also required to attach an abstract of no more
than 250 words in length, including a concise description of their hypothesis,
methodology, key sources, and conclusions. Please include with your submission
your full contact information, including your email address.

The editors ask that submissions be presented in a manner that facilitates the
work of reviewing and editing. Please submit a digital version of your work by
email attachement to: hist-cssh@umich.edu., or on a 3.5-inch diskette or CD.
No printed copies are required. The journal works in Microsoft Word. The
journal uses Windows-based PCs exclusively: Materials formatted for Macintosh,
Linux, or other operating systems will only be accepted by prior arrangement.
The work should be formatted in 12-point type and double-spaced throughout,
including quotations, notes, and bibliography. Please allow generous margins
of an inch or more for editorial corrections. Authors of essays accepted for
publication must secure and submit permissions to reproduce photographs or
other illustrations and tables as well.

Digital media or hard copies of correspondence may be sent to
David Akin, Managing Editor
Comparative Studies in Society and History
University of Michigan
1007 East Huron
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1690
USA

Please do not post materials to us by a means that requires a signature for
delivery.
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